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Date Submitted: 2/21/11

Date Change is Requested to become Active: Fall 2011

Contact Name and E-Mail: Vivian Fueyo, PH.D., vfueyo@mail.usf.edu

This change is for a:

- CHG TO ACADEMIC POLICY
- NEW COURSE PROP
- SUBSTANTIVE CHG
- NON-SUBSTANTIVE CHG

Have the changes been entered online? YES NO

Check all that apply:

- Change to Course Title
- Change to Course Number
- Change to Prerequisites
- Addition of New Course(s)
- Deletion of Existing Course(s)
- Change to Catalogue Description
- Change to Admission Requirements
- Suspension of Program
- Addition of Track/Concentration/Emphasis
- Change to Track/Concentration/Emphasis

Do the above changes mirror changes to the USF Tampa program? YES NO

Description of Change (Attach supporting documents if necessary):

Enrollments were insufficient to justify continuing the program, which was suspended in Spring 2007. The College of Education at USF St. Petersburg wishes to terminate the BS/BA in English Teacher Education, BEN, CIP CODE 13.1305. This termination will affect the USFSP COE degree programs only.

Impact on College and University Resources:

There is no impact on resources because BS/BA in English Teacher Education, BEN, CIP CODE 13.1305, has not been active since Spring 2007. There are no students in the program.

CC. College Curriculum Committee / USFSP Graduate Curriculum Council/ Office of Academic Affairs

For questions, contact Linda Crossman at crossman@mail.usf.edu or 727-873-4143.
Attachment for Termination of BS/BA in English Teacher Education BEN (CIP 13.1305)

Reason for Terminating the Program:
Enrollments were insufficient to justify continuing the program, which was suspended in Spring 2007.

The College of Education's Good Faith Efforts to Assist Affected Students, Faculty, Administrative, and Support staff.
No Students are affected by the termination of the degree because the program was suspended in Spring 2007.

Proposal Attached Which Includes:
Justification for Program Termination:
The program was offered at USF St. Petersburg until it was suspended in Spring 2007. It was suspended because of low enrollments in the major.

A Plan to accommodate any students or faculty who are currently active in the program scheduled to be terminated.
N/A because the program was suspended in Spring 2007.

A process for evaluation and mitigation of any potential negative impact the proposed termination may have on the current representation of females and ethnic minorities within the faculty and Students.
N/A because the program was suspended in Spring 2007.

What is Being Terminated:
The USF ST. Petersburg COE BS/BA in English Teacher Education BEN (CIP 13.1305) only. The USF Tampa COE BS/BA in English Teacher Education is not being suspended by this request.

Catalog Copy:
The USFSP Catalog has already been modified to reflect the suspension of the program. It will not need further modification for its termination.
PROGRAM TERMINATION FORM
Board of Governors, State University System of Florida

UNIVERSITY: USF St. Petersburg

PROGRAM NAME: English Teacher Education

DEGREE LEVEL(S): BS (Ph.D., Ed.D., etc)

CIP CODE: 131305 (Classification of Instructional Programs)

ANTICIPATED TERMINATION DATE: Spring 2007
(Last date that students will be accepted into program)

ANTICIPATED PHASE-OUT DATE: Spring 2010
(Last date that data will be submitted for this program)

1. Provide a narrative rationale for the request to terminate the program.

   Enrollments were insufficient to justify continuing the program, which was suspended in Spring 2007.

2. Indicate on which campus(es) the program is being offered and the extent to which the proposed termination has had or will have an impact on enrollment, enrollment planning, and/or the reallocation of resources.

   The program was offered at USF St Petersburg until it was suspended in Spring 2007. There has been no impact on enrollments because this was a very low enrolled program.
3. Provide an explanation of the manner in which the University intends to accommodate any students or faculty who are currently active in the program scheduled to be terminated. State what steps have been taken to inform students and faculty of the intent to terminate the program?

No accommodations are required because the program was suspended in 2007 and has been replaced by a more comprehensive degree program, the BS in Education (13.1206). Faculty and students were transitioned into the new more comprehensive degree program, the BS in Education.

4. Provide data (and cite source) on the gender and racial distribution of students and faculty. For faculty also list the rank and tenure status of all affected individuals.

NA

5. Identify any potential negative impact of the proposed action on the current representation of females, minorities, faculty, and students.

NA
PROGRAM TERMINATION FORM (PAGE 3)

Signature of Requestor/Initiator

Signature of Campus EO Officer

Signature of College Dean

Signature of Vice President for Academic Affairs
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